Inside Research Justice

1. **IDENTIFY** sources of information, found all across the spectrum from grassroots to mainstream.

2. **COLLECT, ASSESS, AND PROCESS** information so that it tells accurate stories and gains power with its audience.

   - **GRASSROOTS**
     - COMMUNITY HISTORIES
     - LIVED EXPERIENCE
     - STORIES

   - **MAINSTREAM**
     - GOVERNMENT DATA
     - MAJOR NEWSPAPER
     - TIMES
     - ACADEMIC REPORT

3. **PACKAGE AND PRESENT** the information to move different audiences to action.

4. **ACHIEVE RESEARCH JUSTICE** where communities are recognized as experts and strategically use information to create social change.

   - **IMAPCT**
     - Build grassroots power
     - Grow grassroots leadership
     - Strengthen movements
     - Improve lives
     - Transform society
     - Inform strategy
     - Win Campaigns
     - Change Policy